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Abstract

Visualization is an inherently interdisciplinary research area: visualization researchers are always visualizing other people’s data. While recent trends in the field have turned toward a more inclusive audience, particularly within the topic of “visualization for the masses”, the traditional user group for our tools has been the domain expert: people who are experts in a specific professional domain where they want to apply visualization and analytics, but who often lack high literacy, training, and motivation in visualization and visual analytics. Such domain experts want to opportunistically reap the benefits of visualization, but have no patience for long training, poor interaction or visual design, or complex displays. While domain experts are a familiar user group, surprisingly little effort has been devoted towards characterizing them for both design and evaluation purposes. To help the visualization community better understand this specific group, in this paper, we describe the characteristics of domain experts, discuss existing examples designed for them, and propose possible guidelines to facilitate the design process. We believe this discussion will help visualization researchers better understand this group and uncover more research opportunities.
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1 Introduction

Traditional visualizations were custom software designed for a specific purpose, dataset, and audience, which meant that these tools often required a significant visualization and analytics expertise on behalf of the user. For example, ThemeRiver [21] for time-series data, Trellis Displays [7] for multivariate data, and Bubble Trees [18] for hierarchical data, are complex visualization techniques that demand non-trivial visualization literacy [11] on behalf of the users. In other words, these tools historically required the users to not only be domain experts, i.e., have expertise in a specific discipline, but also have the time and motivation to become visualization experts. Therefore, applying visualization to scientific fields such as biology, geography, and social science typically required users to become familiar with sophisticated and esoteric visualization techniques. However, acquiring this visualization literacy requires users to spend time for training even if they have no real interest to do so.

Fortunately, recent years have seen the introduction of casual information visualization [37] as a new sub-domain of visualization research that designs “visualization for the masses,” i.e., where the target audience is more inclusive and involves casual users. Examples include InfoCanvas [50] that maps data to elements in an image, Vizster [22] that creates node-link diagrams of social networks with a user-centric view, and ManyEyes [52], an online visualization tool that allows users to create their desired visualizations by uploading their datasets. These casual information visualizations “depict personally meaningful data in a visual way that supports users in both everyday life and non-work situation” [37]. However, a casual user has little interest or time for training or manuals. In order to appeal to such a fickle and easily distracted audience with no intrinsic loyalty to visualization as a tool, designers have to improve their tools so that they are easy, engaging, and self-explanatory to use.

The inevitable backlash from this development, however, has been to make the traditional user group of visualization software—the domain expert—much less tolerant of poorly designed interfaces, esoteric visual representations, and questionable encodings. Put differently, domain experts are increasingly eschewing training and manuals as well. They now want to enjoy the fruits of visualization and analytics, but lack the time, training, and motivation to learn complex visualization and analytics techniques. Such unique characteristics require the research community’s special attention to design and evaluate effective visualization tools. However, little emphasis...
so far has been dedicated to characterize domain experts as a user group. To address this gap, here we first describe the varying user groups for visualization. Then we elaborate on the characteristics of domain expert and derive several possible design guidelines based on known examples of visualization tools designed for such users.

This work is relevant to the BELIV workshop because it characterizes a user group that requires particular care during the design process. We hope our work can help visualization researchers better understand this user group.

2 BACKGROUND

Information visualization and visual analytics technique have penetrated into every aspect of our daily lives since its emergence. For example, FundExplorer [15] is a visual system that implements a distorted treemap to visualize a persons fund portfolio and market stocks. It enables people to interactively explore diversification possibilities in their stock market portfolio. CopLink [13] is an information and knowledge management system that helps police officers to capture, access, analyze, visualize, and share law enforcement-related information in social and organizational contexts. Even the webpages we browse daily are full of visualizations such as NameVoyager [55], which illustrates the popularity of baby names over time using stacked time visualization, Google Maps, which allows users to search and browse geographic space, and Climate Lab1, which visualizes weather data from days to years.

Because visualization has been widely used in so many domains, it covers all kinds of users, from engineers to researchers, novices to experts. Based on the work in visualization research, we can identify three target user groups: visualization experts, casual users, and domain experts. Although many possible dimensions can be used to characterize those user groups, we pick three that can be easily derived from their definition: their visual literacy, domain expertise, and data analysis training. Table 1 shows how these three user groups are characterized.

2.1 Visualization Experts

Visualization experts, as its name states, are people who have professional knowledge in data visualization. As stated by Windhager and Smuc, visualization experts “are proven specialists and usually have the broad domain knowledge required to justify an interpretation of the results. Since data exploration is (part of) their job, they share an intrinsic motivation to explore data and hunt for new insights” [56]. For example, visualization researchers use their own visualization knowledge to analyze existing visualizations in order to design new visualizations or construct frameworks as references for other researchers.

Huang et al. investigated 59 personal visualization (PV) and personal visual analytics (PVA) papers and developed a taxonomy of design dimensions to provide a coherent vocabulary for discussing PV and PVA [23]. In industry, although there exists many visualization tools such as Microsoft Excel, Tableau2, and Spotfire3 that provide a set of powerful visualizations for data exploration, data scientists still need to apply their professional knowledge to choose suitable visualization for their data analysis tasks. In addition, user experience designers need to be familiar with and conduct studies upon all kinds of visualizations to learn about users’ experience for visualization improvement. Lam et al. reviewed over 800 evaluation publications and presented seven scenarios to distinguish different study goals and types of research questions of evaluation methods [28]. All of these examples require visualization knowledge to accomplish their tasks.

2.2 Casual Users

Walsh and Hall [54] describe a casual user as someone “who has just stumbled across [the digital] collection in the same way that they would wander into the [cultural heritage] institution’s physical space”. Casual users in visualization “do not analyze the data in a detailed way, but become aware of basic patterns, gain a feeling for the data, and reflect on its social and personal relevance”, as described by Pousman et al. [37]. Based on these descriptions, we define casual users as users who are not trained in data analysis, visualization, or statistics, but use visualization for casual purpose such as social activities, entertainment, or just for curiosity.

Visualizations designed for this group of users are called casual visualizations [37] or personal visualizations [23]. In recent decades, this area has attracted many researchers’ attention and much work has been done to design useful and attractive visualization for casual users. For instance, Data Memes [14] is an artistic visualization that users can merge charts of their personal data within an image. FinVis [41] is a visual analytic tool that helps casual users to interpret the return, risk, and correlation of financial data and make decisions. In addition, LastHistory [5] visualizes users’ music listening histories for analysis and reminiscing purposes. All of these kinds of visualizations are interesting, easy to use, and understandable to attract casual users’ attention, lower their usage hurdle, and enjoy the aesthetics of visualizations.

2.3 Domain Experts

In Grammel’s dissertation [19], he defines visualization novices as “users who create visualizations to support their primary tasks, but who are typically not trained in data analysis, information visualization, and statistics”. However, since users’ goal of creating visualizations is to support their primary tasks, we note that the visualization novices he defines are actually domain experts.

Here we extend his definition to our domain expert definition: Domain experts are users who create or consume visualizations to support their primary tasks, but are typically not trained in data analysis, visualization, and statistics. This kind of users includes police officers who are experts in public safety, sociologists whose job involves analyzing social phenomena, and logistics experts who schedule and deliver goods in desired times. All of these users have advanced expertise in their own domains, but typically have little knowledge in visualization techniques. Much has been done for this user group that we discuss in Section 4. In next section we give a detailed discussion of domain experts’ characteristics.
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| Table 1: Characteristics of different user groups. |
|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Dimensions     | User Groups    | Visualization Experts | Casual Users | Domain Experts |
| Visualization Literacy | High | Low/None | Low/None |
| Domain Expertise     | Low/None | Low/None | High |
| Data Analysis Training | High | Low/None | Varies |

2. https://www.tableau.com/
3. https://spotfire.tibco.com/
specialized visualization skills as well as the time and motivation to learn novel visualizations. However, they also have their own specific characteristics: primarily being experts in a specific domain, being willing to try the techniques that can alleviate their workload, and being restricted to a specific working environment. In this section, we are going to discuss these characteristics in details.

3.1 Strengths

Domain experts have many strengths and skills that casual users—and even visualization experts—lack.

- **Subject matter experts**: Since domain experts are familiar with the knowledge in their expertise domains, they have clear understanding of the attributes, relationships, and possible operations of the data they are analyzing. So while designing visualization tools to support their tasks, visualization designers can focus on the problem-solving aspect of visualizations other than aesthetic aspects, as for casual users who may just browse the data or “do not analyze the data in a detailed way” [31].

- **Stronger reading skills in visualization than casual users**: By virtue of being professionals, domain experts typically have stronger skills in reading visualizations in their specific domain than casual users. This has been demonstrated by an eye-tracking experiment of comparing two groups of students viewing nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopic signals and choosing the corresponding molecular structure from the candidates. [51]. The results show that domain experts illustrated more efficient scan patterns in the experiment than the novice group. Although domain experts have strong visualization skills in their domain, they are still not visualization experts, which must be considered in the design process [47].

- **Certain level of learning ability in domain-specific visualization**: Gegenfurtner and Seppänén [17] conducted a mixed method study that displayed three different computer-based imaging technologies—a familiar, a semi-familiar, and an unfamiliar imaging technology—to domain experts and recorded their performance. Their results show that experts can transfer their process from the familiar to semi-familiar, but not to the unfamiliar imaging technology. This indicates domain experts have certain abilities to transfer their domain-specific visualization knowledge to new visualizations.

Overall, while designing visualization for this group of users, visualization researchers should consider all of the strengths discussed above so that the visualizations contain suitable functionalities that can fully support the task requirements.

3.2 Weaknesses

Although domain experts’ strengths provide many advantages for visualization designers, their weaknesses and missing skills also bring many challenges that cannot be ignored.

- **Time limitation**: The number one priority for most domain experts is to achieve their daily tasks, and they often lack the time to invest in any extraneous activities. As a rule, the more specialized the expert, the more demands they have on their time. For example, Sedlmair et al. explain that in large companies [45], experts “work under heavy time pressure and are bound to strict deadlines.” These time limitations have several impacts. First, domain experts often lack the time to even participate in research studies since the payoff from such is not immediate. According to Sedlmair et al., spending time with visualization researchers “is an extraordinary task without necessarily direct evidence of impact on their actual work tasks.”

Similarly, for the persona Amy created in the DIA2 [30] project which is designed for government organizations, she is highly qualified for her job, however, “she spends most of her day acting like a human search engine, manually parsing search results from databases that are difficult to query”.

Even given a finished visualization tool, many domain experts have little time to spend on manuals or training. Again, such training would be seen as an extraordinary task that would increase to their workload. Worse, after they learn the technique, they may find that the technique does not help them because, e.g., they may need to “double-check against older, more trusted tools to ensure the results are accurate” [30], which increases their workload further.

- **Lack of motivation**: This weakness is caused by the time limitation and conventional tool attachment. This is particularly problematic in large companies where employees are highly specialized in a small subset of a highly specific collaborative task set, and are very accustomed to and effective with traditional tools to finish their tasks in required time [45]. “This effectiveness naturally leads to attachment to the traditional tool and results in a reluctance to learn a new system” [45]. If a new visual technique is introduced, they would lose their work efficiency, or even become stripped of their respected expert status [45].

- **Environmental constraints**: Although this weakness is not a characteristic specific to domain experts, visualization designers still need to take it into account when designing visualization tools for them. In company or government organization settings, there are many work environment constraints that visualization researchers need to overcome. For example, confidentiality of information will prevent researchers from video-, audio- and screen-recording while designing visualizations for domain experts [45]. Confidentiality constraints may also increase the difficulty for visualization researchers to publish their research [30].

In addition, it is often challenging to convince stakeholders to adopt new visualization tools since it involves the time-profit tradeoff that stakeholders most care about [45]. Moreover, designing visualization for domain experts can be time-sensitive because the whole design process is often long [12, 47], so that when the design cycle ends, domain experts’ requirements may have already changed. Finally, since domain experts are used to their daily work process, integrating new tools in their daily process involves technical, political, and organizational issues such as integrating new visualization tools to existing analysis process, authorization of software, and the amount of bureaucracy involved for this design process.

4 Supporting Examples

In order to come up with possible design guidelines that take advantage of domain experts’ strengths and alleviate their weaknesses, we conducted a literature survey to analyze existing examples from visual design aspect. Since design studies have become increasingly popular in designing visualization for domain experts, we conducted our literature survey from the examples mentioned in Sedlmair et al.’s design study methodology paper [47], the papers that cite this methodology paper, and other papers from TVCG (including VIS papers) that target users are domain experts. Relevance was based on meeting all of the following criteria:

- The target users must be domain experts;
- Experts’ domain knowledge of each paper should be different so that as many domains as possible can be covered; and
The goal of the designed visualization should be to support domain experts rather than mere visual aesthetics.

This resulted in an initial set of 20 papers (clearly not a complete list). The purpose of our survey is to characterize a subset of possible design guidelines among the visualization in most domains. Therefore, the papers in our list contain visualization tools designed for governments, industry, and science. We coded these papers using four design dimensions: design layouts, visual representation types, interaction techniques, and types of help information. Table 2 summarizes these dimensions and corresponding examples from the literature and Fig. 2 demonstrates how these dimensions reflect in the examples.

**Design Layouts** From the literature, we detected two major design layouts: multiple separated views where each view contains one visual representation, and one single view that contains several visual representations. For the multiple separated view layout, the position, size, or visibility of each view can be customized by users. Some of the views may only appear after users’ specific operations. For the single view layout, there is usually a main visualization that consumes a large portion of the space and is accompanied by several small visualizations. In our list of related work, 8 papers that adopt the multiple view layout, while 12 adopt the other. Although there are two different layouts, they are just different forms of containers for the visualizations that provide different flexibilities for the users; both contain multiple visualizations.

**Visual Representations** We make a distinction between “simple” visualizations such as bar chart, line graph, and histogram that are commonly seen in classic statistical graphics. Other visualizations outside this list are coded as “advanced” visualizations. We counted the numbers of simple and advanced visualizations for each example and found that at least one simple visualization is used in each example and four of them only contain simple visualizations.

**Interaction Techniques** Interaction techniques provide the ways for users to interact with the visualizations and further explore the data. These techniques include direct operations on the visualization such as select, pan, zoom, and so on, and indirect operations such as searching for the input items, filtering the data according to specific criteria, and sorting the data items in the visualizations. In our paper list, except for two examples, all others deploy both types of interaction techniques. For those two examples without interactions, BallotMaps [57] is used to show the electoral result of each candidate to detect if there is name bias in alphabetically ordered ballot papers, while code_swarm [35] displays how the code documents evolve as committers change the code over time. Both of them can achieve the goals without the support of interaction techniques.

**Help Information** Help information provide guidance for how a visualization can be viewed and interacted with. This includes separated user guides and any kinds of visual elements that provide hints for the users. In our survey, only one example—DIA2 [30] (Figure 1(a)) provides a guide widget that describes the function of each widget. Other examples embed different visual elements in the visualization to provide hints to users. These visual elements include placeholder to promote what to input, brushing technique to link different views, legends to illustrate the meaning of elements in the visualization, and so on.

**5 Design Guidelines**

It is challenging to formulate generic design guidelines for domain experts since the actual domains often vary widely and have correspondingly varied requirements. Requirements can even be different for the same domain given different tasks. For example, in the automotive industry examples, the three tools (RelEx [44], Autobahn [46], and MostVis [43]) are designed to accomplish different tasks for automotive engineers. Nevertheless, Sedlmair et al. [47] propose a methodological framework and provide practical guidance for conducting design studies, which constitute a specific process of designing visualization mainly for domain experts. This design study framework has nine stages that are classified into three top-level phases: precondition phase, core phase, and analysis phase. Each stage can also go backward to previous stages according to current stage’s result. Moreover, some stages in the precondition phase and analysis phase are time-consuming since they involve meeting and interviewing with domain experts and conducting user studies, and it is usually hard to find a common time for all experts, delaying the whole process.
To accelerate the design study process, we can reduce the time cost in the core phase which contains four stages: discover, design, implement, and deploy. The purpose of the discover stage is to discover the needs, problems, and requirements of domain experts and to characterize and abstract the problems. The time cost in this stage can be different due to the domain problems we need to address. While the purpose of the “implement” and “deploy” stage is the implementation and deployment of the visualizations, its time cost is also varied and depends on the developers. So the only possible stage that we can improve is the design stage by providing some design guidelines that researchers can follow, and thus save time. Therefore, based on the examples we analyzed above, we characterize several possible guidelines from the coded dimensions to help researchers design visualizations for domain experts. However, due to the limited number (20) of examples in our literature list, it is clear that our design guidelines are only a subset of the possible guideline space. In addition, because domain experts work in different domains, their specific terminology, tasks, and workflows are different. Therefore, our design guidelines are expressed in a general form in order to fit the requirements across all domains.

We propose the following design guidelines (and describe them in detail in the following subsections):

DG1 Refactor complex views into manageable components;
DG2 Design visualizations with domain experts’ terminologies;
DG3 Progressively refine exploration to promote learning; and
DG4 Embed help information in the display to minimize training.

5.1 Refactor Complex Views

As the tasks for domain experts become complicated, embedding all the information in one single visualization would make the visualization too complex. This may overloads user perception and mislead their decisions. To address this complexity problem, one possible solution is to refactor those complex views into multiple manageable components to keep each component as simple and illustrative as possible that each of them only presents parts of the information rather than the whole. In our survey examples, all of them contain more than one visualization, regardless of whether it is in multiple or single view layouts. Another reason to adopt this design is that those manageable components can be organized to match domain expert workflows [12] and adapt different customs.

However, multiple visualization components can make users lose the navigation between views and the global sense of the data. In order to provide connection between different components, brushing visual techniques [6] as a direct manipulation technique mentioned by Roberts [40] can be applied so that users can still have general idea of the whole information while they are navigating in one view. This brushing technique has already been applied to Keshif [58], a systematic design to simplify authoring of dashboards composed of summaries and individual records from raw data using fluid interaction. As the guidelines developed by Baldonado and Kuchinsky [2] and the study conducted by Qu and Hullman [38] show, keeping consistency between multiple views is important to help users to interpret the visualizations. This brushing technique provides a
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shows how users explore the data starting from searching a term [30].
concise design that can remedy domain experts’ characteristics of
lacking visual literacy by reducing their perception load.
Based on the genres defined by Segel and Heer [48] for narrative
visualization, multiple component visualization falls in the Parti-
tioned Poster genre that users can begin the exploration with the
view most attractive to them. As the examples we choose in Fig. 2
show, there are two of them have a view larger than other views in
their multiple view design. This salient design can help users focus
on the larger view to start their exploration for their first time use.
5.2 Design Visualizations Using Domain Terminologies
As mentioned in Grammel et al.’s study about how domain experts
construct visualization, they found that “participants strongly pre-
ferred visualization types that they are familiar with” [20]. This
finding can also be applied to domain experts who only consume
visualizations. However, how can we define familiar visualization?
One idea is to define familiar visualization as those that users com-
monly see in their daily used software. However, based on the
result shown in the “Visualization Techniques” column of Table 2,
we find that except four examples, all other examples contain both
simple and advanced examples. This finding contradicts our initial
hypotheses.
After further analyzing the design flows of all the examples, we
determine that familiar visualizations are visualizations designed
based on a domain terminology. They do not have to be simple
visualization from classic statistical graphics. As described in the
DIA2 example [30], domain experts can “use their knowledge of the
organizations structure to infer the meanings associated with block
size and color saturation on the treemap visualization even when
none of them seemed to be familiar with visualizations”. Another ex-
ample is how Brehmer et al. redesigned the Energy Manager system
with “the juxtaposition of a matrix and a boxplot, two unfamiliar
encodings, together with coordinated interaction and highlighting,
received more positive feedback than either of these encodings in
isolation” [12].
This familiar visualization also implies that users tend to fa-
vor those visualizations that match their mental models since the
schematic, semantic or item-specific information preserved in mental
models allow users to construct and simulate a problem and thereby
aid reasoning as argued by Liu & Stasko [29]. Because of the “lack
of motivation” of domain experts, using familiar visualizations that
match their mental models can lower their learning barrier, attract
their attention, and as a result provide them with the motivation to
understand how to use the visualization tool.
5.3 Progressively Refine Visuals to Promote Learning
As recent studies in visualization accuracy conducted by Wakeling
et al. [53] show, if users’ preferred visual representation is not
the correct visual form, their performance is degraded. Thus, it is
necessary to use even unfamiliar visualization in a visualization tool
if they represent the correct visual form that is best suited to the
task. To help domain experts learn these unfamiliar visualizations,
interaction techniques can play an important role by progressively
introducing the unfamiliar visual representation.
We propose a progressive reveal as a step-by-step learning pro-
cess where domain experts can transfer their existing visualization
knowledge to learn more advanced visual techniques. As a case
in point, Kwon and Lee [27] conducted a study investigating the
efficacy of multimedia learning environments for data visualization
education where including an interaction tutorial helped users under-
stand the visualization better and have a more engaging experience.
Applying interaction techniques to show more and more details as
the user explores simulates the process of storytelling that can attract
users’ interest, and, as a result, promote the learning process.
In practice, progressive reveal starts with a familiar visualization
that a person knows, and then the visual representation is trans-
formed in a step-by-step manner into something rich and more com-
plicated. For example, a parallel coordinate display can be explained in
a step by step manner starting from a scatterplot through moving the
horizontal axis to vertical axis and changing the dots to lines (shown
in Fig. 6). Provided users know the original state, and since each
change is a simple animation, users should be able to understand the
final state too. Yoon et al. [59] conducted eye-tracking studies and
found that this “progressive revealing” technique does improve task
accuracy and other measures of performance. This design also falls
in the Interactive Slideshow structure defined by Segel and Heer [48]
that allows users to explore particular points of a visualization or
proceed to more detailed parts. Fig. 3 illustrates a progressive refine-
ment process of the DIA2 platform that shows how users explore
the data starting from searching a term step by step.
From the existing examples, we find several interaction techniques
are used for this refinement process. These techniques include click-
ing on an object in the visualization that usually leads to a more
detailed view or a totally different visualization of the data; clicking
on an option to filter data and refresh the visualization; searching
for a specific item which would be highlighted on the visualization;
dragging an item to the visualization to create connections with exist-
ing data; and filtering operation to reduce cluttering of visualizations.
Table 2 summarizes the interaction techniques used in each example.
they are manageable by domain experts. Here “manageable” means that the positions and the orders of those components match the workflows of the domain experts. According to DG1, there are many possible options to organize those components. Fig. 5 shows two of the possible layout options, one with equal size views and one with a larger view accompanied with several small views. Let us assume the domain expert workflow is to get an overview first, then explore the details by demand. In this scenario, choosing the layout similar to the one on the right in Fig. 5 would be more suitable since it provides a larger space to display the overview visualization.

5.4 Embed Help to Avoid Training and Manuals

Besides the interaction techniques we discussed to support progressive refinement of visualizations, there are also some other visual elements that we label as help information. User guides and text are the two most commonly used visual elements that provide direct help information, which require users to spend a little bit time for the reading, and sometimes may be ignored by users, as mentioned in the evaluation of the DIA2 project [30]. Tooltips, besides extending the visual space to provide more information, is also another type of help information that only displays as needed to provide hints. Color is usually used to categorize different types of objects. Finally, highlight provides connections between objects in the same view or between different views, as in the brushing technique discussed in DG 1. In general, help information can be classified using the design strategies presented by Segel and Heer for narrative visualization [48]. For example, tooltip falls in the category of details-on-demand, user guide, text, and placeholder fall in the category of annotation, and color and highlight fall in the category of visual highlighting.

Embedding help information in the display can remind users how to explore the visualization when they need it to avoid training and manuals. This guideline was inspired from computer games, which are typically very complex with many time-sensitive controls, but where casual players get constantly reminded of how to achieve complex tasks when it is contextually relevant. As we can see in Fig. 4, which is from Battlefield 3 by DICE, the player is reminded of which keys to press using an on-screen instruction when the game character is supposed to be moving forward. This help information also brings in the “just in time” (JIT) concept [24] that instructions are to be shown in the context when they are needed, and only then. This means that users do not see the help information when they are not needed. This form of contextual help will not increase the visual clutter of the display and will thus not affect the resulting cognitive load on the user. Our guideline condenses the domain expert’s learning time for new visualization since they can use their existing knowledge for the visual parts they already know and learn the parts they do not know from help information.

6 A Step-by-step Example Using Design Guidelines

It is hard to create manageable components without knowing domain experts’ terminologies and workflows. For this reason, in this step-by-step example, we simplify the steps of DG1 and DG2, supposing that we already have each manageable component needed (DG2) under the scenario of designing a visual tool for car engineers to evaluate how different car attributes affect its performance. Since we already have those necessary components, what we need first is to figure out a design layout to organize those components so that

![Figure 4: Help information to remind the player how to perform a move. (Source: Battlefield 3 by DICE)](image)

![Figure 5: Two possible layout options of visual tools.](image)

![Figure 6: Progressively transform scatterplot to parallel coordinate by changing two dimensions of data each time.](image)
observation evaluation. Although the case studies from previous stage have validated the usability of the tools, external deployment environment may not be exactly the same as the internal company environment due to the characteristic of environmental constraints, so field observation will be necessary to further validate the tools. To confirm the long term usage of developed tools, longitudinal acceptance testing and field testing in the organization may be required.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the characteristics, existing examples and a subset of possible design guidelines for a special group of users: domain experts. We hope our work can help other researchers understand, design, and evaluate visualizations for this kind of users. In the future, we will explore how to accommodate these guidelines in visualization tools and toolkits.
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